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Abstract—
In this paper, we present multicast traffic engineering and we

compare it to unicast traffic engineering. We study the advant-
ages given by the integration of multicasting and MPLS. We
present current proposals for multicast traffic engineering and us-
ing MPLS network. We describe our approach, the MPLS multic-
ast tree (MMT) protocol. In order to reduce forwarding states and
enhance scalability, MMT utilizes MPLS LSPs between branching
routers of the multicast tree. We present a simulator for MMT and
finally we discuss some simulation results.1

I. I NTRODUCTION

Best-effort service model existing in the current Internetis
inadequate in meeting the growing demands of the next gener-
ation applications. These applications require QoS guarantees
and effective data delivery. In consequence, the network isre-
quired to provide various qualities of service (QoS) for applic-
ations sensitive to delay, jitter and packet loss.

In order to provide QoS to users across the Internet, either
we could increase the bandwidth available in the network such
that the extra capacity allows all users to meet their appropriate
QoS, or we should suppose that bandwidth is limited and there-
fore network resource should be appropriately allocated among
users. Thus, some form of resource provisioning is necessary
to provide QoS across the Internet. One of the most promising
tools for providing QoS across the Internet is traffic engineering
(TE).

TE improves the management of data traffic within a network
and in consequence provides better utilization of network re-
sources. In the best effort service model, available network re-
sources are not being used efficiently, resulting in higher delay
and lower bandwidth while TE could provide better quality
of service by reducing delay and packet losses and increasing
throughput experienced by end users using the same network
infrastructure. This results in a minimization of the vulnerabil-
ity of the network to service outages arising from congestions
or failures occurring within the infrastructure. In addition to
the quality of service, the factors driving the need for better
TE tools include interdependent tunable parameters, network
growth, traffic variability and multicasting.

An important parameter in network performance is the link
loads. Many applications, like video/audio on-demand or tele-
conferencing, can consume a large amount of network band-
width because of, first the volume of the transmitted data and,

1This work is partially funded by the LAFMI.

second the larger number of application members. Multicasting
is a useful service to support such applications. When a mul-
ticast service is used to send a packet to several destinations, a
single transmission is required on any link of the multicasttree
associated to the application; while several independent trans-
missions would be required using unicast service.

MPLS [1] as a traffic engineering tool has emerged as an
elegant solution to meet the requirements of the backbone net-
works of the Internet. Multicast and MPLS are two comple-
mentary technologies: multicast trees could be supported by
MPLS networks. MPLS will enhance the network performance
and present an efficient solution for multicast scalabilityand
control overhead problems. Multicast attempts to conservenet-
work bandwidth, while traffic engineering attempts to provision
the bandwidth in an appropriate fashion to users.

II. T RAFFIC ENGINEERING

TE is the process of controlling how traffic flows through
a network in order to facilitate efficient and reliable network
operations while simultaneously optimizing network resource
utilization and traffic performance [2].

TE is needed in the Internet mainly because current interior
gateway protocols (IGPs) always use the shortest paths to for-
ward traffic. While the shortest paths approach is very simple to
scale to very large networks and conserves network resources,
it does not always make good use of these resources and may
also cause the following problems:

• The shortest paths from different sources overlap at some
links, causing congestion on those links.

• The traffic from a source router to a destination router ex-
ceeds the capacity of the shortest path, while a longer path
between these two routers is underutilized.

The first problem can be solved by expansion of link ca-
pacity, or by application of classical congestion control tech-
niques, or both. Classical congestion control techniques at-
tempt to regulate the demand so that the traffic fits onto avail-
able resources. Classical techniques for congestion control in-
clude: rate limiting, window flow control, router queue man-
agement, schedule-based control, and others [3]. The second
problem, namely congestion resulting from inefficient resource
allocation, can usually be addressed through TE.

A constraint-based routing (CBR) and an enhancement of ex-
isting IGPs may be needed to permit unicast forwarding through
explicit routes.



A. Multicast TE

To build the multicast tree, multicast TE uses some estima-
tion of network resource utilization, constraint-based routing al-
gorithm and explicit routes, when usual multicasting only uses
the knowledge of the network topology and the shortest paths.
In consequence, multicast TE uses the same as unicast TE to
achieve efficient network resource utilization.

Multicast traffic has some specific characteristics due to the
multicast routing protocols nature [4]. Some of the multicast
routing protocols are based on reverse path forwarding (RPF)
to setup forwarding states on intermediate routers betweenthe
source and the destinations. But RPF is based on the idea that
paths are symmetric in the network. When routing constraints
are introduced, there is no guarantee that the link utilization is
symmetric. Hence, RPF will cause forwarding on a sub-optimal
path (in QoS routing) or might even prevent receivers from re-
ceiving traffic from some (or all) sources (in policy routing).
This check must turned off or the multicast routing protocol
must be able to obtain the constraint RPF via a constraint based
routing (CBR) API. Multicast trees should be constructed tak-
ing into consideration the dynamism in the receiver set, andthe
receiver’s heterogeneity, that is, receivers with different service
requirements in terms of delay or jitter. This will introduce im-
portant modifications to CBR and conventional multicast rout-
ing protocols. Indeed, fast recovery for paths failure is very
important in multicast TE since this failure may influence all
the tree and not only the link in failure. Otherwise, load balan-
cing should be carefully used since a packet should not pass by
the same link more than one time. Finally, multicast forward-
ing is done based on the multicast IP address and that’s why it
is very difficult to aggregate multicast traffic since receivers can
be located anywhere in the Internet.

The multicast traffic engineering trees can be built by ex-
panding the existing protocols. There are two categories ofpro-
tocols depending on the tree setup:

• Sender initiated tree setup: this kind of tree can have lim-
ited number of receivers with very rare join and prune ac-
tion. Multicast trees are computed by the first-hop router
from the source (root), based on sender traffic advertise-
ments.

• Receiver initiated tree setup: this kind of tree can have a
large number of receivers and they join and prune quite
frequently. Multicast trees are computed from receivers
to the root. Each receiver-side router independently com-
putes a QoS-accommodating path from the source, based
on the receiver reservation. This path can be computed
based on unicast routing information only, or with addi-
tional multicast flow-specific state information. In any
case, multicast path computation is broken up into mul-
tiple, concurrent unicast path computations.

Finally, MPLS label switching can be used to forward uni-
cast traffic through explicit routes and multicast traffic down
the explicit tree to avoid RPF checking.

MPLS shows several advantages over conventional network
layer forwarding [2], [1], [5]. Focusing on the advantages of
the layer two switching protocol over , Multicasting over MPLS
networks can benefit from the multicast reduce of traffic on one

hand, and MPLS flexibility, speed and quality of service on the
other hand.

III. MPLS PROPOSALS FOR MULTICASTTE

IP multicast protocols have different characteristics (scalab-
ility, computational complexity, latency, control message over-
head, tree type, etc...). A framework for IP multicast deploy-
ment in an MPLS environment is proposed in [4]. Issues arising
when MPLS techniques are applied to IP multicast are over-
viewed. Following characteristics are considered: aggregation,
flood and prune, co-existence of source and shared trees, uni/bi-
directional shared trees, encapsulated multicast data andloop
free ness, and RPF check. The pros and cons of existing IP mul-
ticast routing protocols in the context of MPLS are described
and the relation to the different trigger methods and label dis-
tribution modes are discussed. The framework did not lead to
the selection of one superior multicast routing protocol but it
concluded that different IP multicast routing protocols could be
deployed in the Internet.

Using PIM-SM [6] join messages to distribute MPLS labels
for multicast routes is proposed in [7] (called hereinafterPIM-
MPLS). A piggy-backing methodology is suggested to assign
and distribute labels for multicast traffic for sparse-modetrees.
The PIM-SMjoin message is expanded to carry an MPLS label
allocated by the downstream LSR. MPLS is not used with all
its efficiency as a TE tool since the multicast tree still construc-
ted using the RPF tree checking without constraints. In [5],we
proposed a simulator for this methodology by using the MNS
[8] (MPLS network simulator). We think that thejoin message
in PIM-SM should be expanded to carry the explicited routed
path towards the RP. A PIM-SM router always sendsjoin/prune
towards the upstream router listed in the explicited routedpath.
It can also carry other constraints, such as color or bandwidth.
A new messagejoin-nakcan be sent from upstream to down-
stream if the upstream can not satisfy the constraints listed in
the join message.

In [9], authors consider the problem of supporting Ip mul-
ticast efficiently within MPLS environment for both PIM dense
mode and sparse mode. They suggest a data-driven, per source
assignment of labels to traffic on the shared tree and they
present a common scheme for implicitly distributing and bind-
ing labels to multicast FECs. Authors suppose also like the
previous proposal that multicast trees will be constructedusing
the RPF tree checking without constraints.

In [10], authors propose to engineer paths for IP multicast
traffic in a network by directing the control messages to setup
multicast trees on engineered paths. This proposal partitions the
multicast traffic engineering problem such that multicast rout-
ing protocols do not have to be modified to allocate resources
for multicast traffic nor do resource allocation protocols such as
RSVP or CR-LDP have to be able to setup forwarding states (in
this case labels) like multicast routing protocols. Resources are
allocated on the same trip that paths are selected and setup.This
prevent the problem of data being forwarded on branches of the
tree where resources have not being allocated yet. An import-
ant aspect of this proposal is that it enables multicast paths to
be engineered in an aggregatable manner, allowing this solution
to scale in the backbone. But while this proposal uses MPLS



(label and explicit route object) to cause engineered pathsto be
selected, it forwards data using multicast routing.

Another interesting proposal is aggregated multicast [11].
The key idea of aggregated mulicast is that, instead of con-
structing a tree for each individual multicast session in the core
network, one can have multiple multicast sessions share a single
aggregated tree to reduce multicast state and, correspondingly,
tree maintenance overhead at network core. In this proposalwe
address two requirements: (1) original group addresses of data
packets must be preserved somewhere and can be recovered by
egress nodes to determine how to further forward these pack-
ets; (2) some kind of identification for the aggregated tree used
by the group must be carried by the packets and transit nodes
must forward packets based on this identification. In group to
aggregated tree matching, complication arises when there is no
perfect match or no existing tree covers a group (leaky match-
ing). The disadvantage in leaky matching is that certain band-
width is wasted to deliver data to nodes that are not involved
for the group. Bandwidth can be a crucial factor for provision-
ing QoS in multicast networks and even for best effort Internet.
To handle aggregated tree management and matching between
multicast groups and aggregated trees, a centralized manage-
ment entity called tree manager is introduced.

In [12], extensions to CR-LDP are proposed to construct
multicast trees immediately on L2. Thus the mapping of L3
trees onto L2, as described in [6] and [9] is not needed. All
of the descriptive parameters of the tree must be carried in the
initial label request. Given this and given that it is highlyun-
desirable to fragment such requests, the tree building process is
primarily applicable to trees with a small number of receivers.

In [13], [14], extensions to LDP and RSVP for MPLS mul-
ticasting services are proposed. In these two proposals multic-
asting functions of LDP and RSVP are independent of tradi-
tional IP-based multicast routing protocols (such as DVMRP,
MOSPF, PIM, etc.) and multicast trees are calculated by a spe-
cial entity.

To enable MPLS based multicasting, the tree building with
join, leave, destroyandRPF messages should be directly im-
plemented in LDP and RSVP. New messages and extension of
existing messages are studied for insertion into LDP or RSVP
protocols. Multicasting message (forjoin, leaveanddestroyop-
erations) is created. Extensions tohello, notification, pathmes-
sages, the label request, the label mapping and the multicast
forwarding table are introduced. These two proposals require
MPLS and multicast routing protocols to be merged, an exer-
cise which tend to increase the complexity of multicast traffic
engineering while not providing any means of aggregation of
multicast traffic.

The complete tree information should be stored in all LSR-
RP (branching nodes in the tree). Multicasthello messages are
used to inform the LSRs of the multicasting source and group
IP address of the multicasting tree. When the number of group
grows the number ofhello messages grows also. And since we
will send for every source and group anotificationmessage,
when the number of group grows the number ofnotification
messages grows also. It should be noted that a new table for
multicast should be created independent of the existing unicast
table. It is not very clear how the source will choose the LSR-

RP.
Using MPLS with multicast has many benefits not only for

reducing multicast forwarding states but also for traffic engin-
eering and QoS issues. In this paper, we only focus on the
scalability problem. We propose a novel approach that uses
MPLS LSPs between multicast tree branching node routers in
order to reduce forwarding states and enhance scalability.

In [15], we proposed a new approach to construct multicast
trees in MPLS networks. Each domain contains a network in-
formation manager system (NIMS) for each group, charged to
collectjoin andleavemessages from all group members in that
domain. The NIMS is elected through a mechanism similar to
the one used to elect the Rendez-vous Point router in PIM-SM
[6]. After having collected alljoin messages, the NIMS com-
putes the multicast tree for that group in the domain (using the
short path tree algorithm). Branching nodes, for any group,
could be computed from the network graph. The NIMS sends
thenbranchmessages to all branching node routers to inform
them about their next hop branching node routers. On receiv-
ing this message, a branching node router creates a multicast
forwarding state for the multicast session. Packets will besent
from a branching node router to another until arriving at their
destinations.

Already established MPLS LSPs are used between multicast
tree branching node routers in order to reduce forwarding states
and enhance scalability. When a multicast packet arrives tothe
ingress router of an MPLS domain, the packet is analyzed ac-
cording to its multicast IP header. The router determines who
are the next hop branching node routers for that packet. Based
on this information, multiple copies of the packets are generated
and an MPLS label is pushed into the multicast packet accord-
ing to next hop branching node router. When arriving to a next
hop branching node router, the label is pulled up and again the
same process is repeated. This process should be repeated until
the packet arrives to its destination (see Fig.1).
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Fig. 1. The MPLS multicast tree construction

Only those routers acting as branching nodes for a group
need to keep forwarding state for that group. Other routers
between two branching nodes do not need to store multic-
ast states. Unicast LSP is used between two branching node
routers. This way the total number of multicast forwarding
states may be significantly reduced. In our approach the same
LSP could be used for multicast and for unicast traffic. Other
approaches use different labels for multicast and unicast traffic
in consequence they require specific encoding techniques and
additional overheads. When arriving to a LAN, the packet un-



labeled can be delivered by conventional multicast protocols
according to IGMP [16] informations.

IV. MPLS EXTENSION TO THE NETWORK SIMULATOR

MPLS extension to the network simulator NS does not work
with multicast routing, particularly because (1) there is no label
setup mechanism for multicast groups, (2) there is no multic-
ast replicator to cooperate with MPLS classifier, and (3) MPLS
header contains pointers, which do not work with multicast rep-
licator. In this section, we describe the modifications needed to
allow multicast packet transmission in MPLS networks without
implementing a new protocol. Two main points are to be
considered: information tables of MPLS nodes, and multic-
ast packet transmission. Our major objectif was implementing
MMT without major modifications of the unicast MPLS code
already existing in NS.

A. Information tables of MPLS nodes

As mentioned in [7], an MPLS node contains three inform-
ation tables: LIB (Label Information Base), PFT (Partial For-
warding Table), and ERB (Explicit Routing information Base).
To apply the MMT proposal, a mapping of the (S, G) session
to more than one FEC on one hand, and a mapping of each
FEC to one<incoming label, incoming interface> and thus to
one<outgoing label, outgoing interface>, on the other hand,
are needed. The information base at the MPLS nodes must be
modified as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Structure of tables for MMT packet switching

For the first mapping, the SGF (Source Group FEC) table
is defined. This table exists only in branching node routers
and includes three fields: Source, Group, and FEC. This table
is filled at each node after receiving thebranchmessage sent
by the NIMS. In branching node routers, more than one FEC
could be associated to one session ¡S,G¿ packet, because the
router receiving the packet could have several next-hop branch-
ing routers. In consequence a complete searching of all the
entries of the SGF table should be done. Each FEC is mapped
to a couple<incoming label, incoming interface> in the LIB
table. For the second mapping, each<incoming label, incom-
ing interface> is mapped to exactly one<outgoing label, out-
going interface>. The LIB table remains unchanged with one
<incoming label, incoming interface> for one<outgoing la-
bel, outgoing interface>.

B. Multicast packet transmission

Data is processed exactly as in unicast MPLS packets with
only one difference at branching nodes. In branching node
packets are processed as follows: When a labeled packet ar-
rives, a swap/pop operation is executed and the LIB table is
examined. If as a result of a pop operation, the packet remains
without label, a global search is done in the SGF table to attrib-
ute the packet to FECs and thus to<incoming label, incoming
interface> couples. For each FEC, a packet copy is created,
and then the incoming label is swapped with the corresponding
outgoing label, and then transmitted to the outgoing interface.

V. EVALUATION AND SIMULATION

MMT was evaluated in [15] in terms of scalability (state and
control messages overhead) and efficiency (tree cost and data
processing). The state information requirement can be meas-
ured using the average multicast forwarding table size. The
control messages overhead can be measured in terms of average
number of control messages sent per link or the total percent-
age of bandwidth spent on control traffic. MMT allows only
the shortest path trees, which are the most efficient for datafor-
warding. Besides, since we are using label switching at routers,
our approach may be considered more efficient in data move-
ment than other schemes.

Multicast address aggregation is important since multicast
groups may share some links in their multicast trees. In con-
ventional multicast, it is not possible to aggregate multicast IP
addresses. Receivers can be located anywhere in the Internet,
there is no other alternative than having one entry by multicast
IP address in the multicast routing table. Since in our approach,
we are using MPLS, the aggregation problem of multicast IP
addresses can be transformed to a simple aggregation of labels.

A. Simulation Analysis

We simulate MMT in NS (Network Simulator) [17] to val-
idate the behavior of our approach and its effectiveness in state
reduction and tree construction. The performance of MMT is
compared to PIM-MPLS. PIM-MPLS in our simulations refers
to the simulator described in [5]. In [5] we presented a sim-
ulator for multicast routing over an MPLS network where we
choosed PIM-SM (source specific tree) as the multicast routing
protocol. In this paper we present the MMT protocol simulation
which will be compared to PIM-MPLS.

B. Simulation Scenario

We use in our simulation two network models generated by
the GT-ITM generator [18]: each model has a graph of 100
nodes and all the links in the network are bidirectional links
with 20Mbps bandwidth. The topology of the first model is
generated by the first Waxman algorithm [19] and used as an
example of a dense network (with 0.3 as the node degree dis-
tribution). The topology of the second model is generated bya
pure random algorithm, it has 5 domains and is an example of
a sparse network. Four domains contain receivers and sources
only, while the fifth domain is considered as the core domain.



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

N 100 number of nodes in the network
NT 10, 20, 30,

40, 50, 60
percentage of sources in the net-
work (number of trees)

Nr 3, 6, 9, 12,
15, 18

number of receivers for each source

NT sources and Nr receivers are randomly deployed in the net-
work graph. A receiver join randomly a group. Table I sum-
marizes the parameters used in the simulation.

The forwarding table size in all routers in the network using
the pure random sparse model is shown in Fig.3 and using the
waxman model is shown in Fig.4.
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The horizontal axis is the percentage of sources that are act-
ive in the network, and the vertical axis is the overall forward-
ing table size in the network. The poly-lines labeled PIM-x and
MMT-x show the overall forwarding table size for PIM-MPLS
and MMT protocols respectively when the number of receivers
per group is x.

The forwarding table size grows with the number of active
groups and the number of receivers. From Fig. 4 and Fig. 3 we
can see that the relative state reduction of MMT is roughly 40%
and 80% respectively compared to PIM-MPLS. We deduce also
that our protocol is more suitable for sparse mode networks and
for groups with few members.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have presented a framework for multic-
ast traffic engineering. We have defined multicast traffic en-
gineering and we have studied its particularity comparing to
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unicast traffic engineering. We have presented several MPLS
proposals for multicast TE. We have described our approach,
the MPLS multicast tree protocol which utilizes MPLS LSPs
between multicast tree branching node routers in order to re-
duce forwarding states and enhance scalability. We have dis-
cussed the realization of a simulator for MMT and finally we
have presented some simulation results.
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